Peacock – Tim Scofield and Kyle Miller
with Steve Dalenkoff and Will Cocks
PHOTO: Crystal Whitman
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NEIGHBORHOOD LIGHTS • APRI L 6 - 8
LIGHT CITY FESTIVAL • APRIL 14 - 21
LABS@LIGHTCITY • APRIL 18-21

ABOUT
In 1816, Baltimore was the first American city to illuminate its streets with gas lanterns,
revolutionizing the urban landscape and forever transforming the city with light. It’s
with this spirit of invention and transformation that 200 years later Light City was
launched in 2016. Light City is a free, family-friendly event that is open to all members
of the public that welcomed nearly 470,000 attendees from throughout Baltimore and
the region in its second year. Nearly 80% of festival-goers cited viewing art work as
their main reason for visiting Light City. Produced by the Baltimore Office of Promotion
& The Arts (BOPA), Light City is guided by its mission and core values detailed below.
COLLABORATION: coming together to work
on a common goal is a core element of Light
City. We support new and existing
partnerships, and recognize that collaborating
across projects enables the work to explore
new territory, and break down community
silos.

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT/ACCESSIBILITY:
Light City is committed to an open and
accessible event for all to enjoy. Our mission
and practice as the arts council for the City of
Baltimore is to delivering high quality
programming that can be enjoyed by all,
regardless of age, ability or economic
circumstance.

INNOVATION/TECHNOLOGY: Supporting
innovative techniques, materials and
technologies allows Light City to support a
growing art medium, as well as highlight some
of the most cutting edge uses of these
technologies. By encouraging and supporting
innovative approaches, Light City has become
a leader in light festival production, and is the
premier light festival in North America.

TRANSFORMATION/IMPACT: we believe that
art has the power to transform the landscape,
the experience one has with our city, and
ultimately the culture of Baltimore as a whole.
BOPA cultivates these transformative
experiences and intentionally seek projects for
the festival that have a lasting impact beyond
the festival itself. Artworks that cause
attendees to see situations in new ways,
rethink their deeply held beliefs and reflect on
key societal issues of justice and equality are
encouraged.

SUSTAINABILITY: The Inner Harbor is the
northern-most end of the Northwest branch of
the Patapsco River, which empties into the
Chesapeake Bay, and home to well over 300
species of fish and birds. Environmental
impact is an important issue to the region;
with each aspect of Light City the staff, artists,
performers all assist in fostering a
sustainability model that leads to less
environmental impact each year the festival is
produced.
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BRILLIANT BALTIMORE
Displays are on view from April 6-21, 2018
and registration forms are due to BOPA by
February 1, 2018.
Go to bit.ly/BrilliantBaltimore to register.

Landmarks, attractions, restaurants,
parking garages, hotels, apartment
complexes, corporate headquarters –
the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The
Arts (BOPA) invites buildings across
Baltimore to show their civic pride and
illuminate during Light City.

BENEFITS:
• Free program registration
as a featured attraction of “Light City – Brilliant
• Promotion
Baltimore” and receive a communications/marketing tool kit,
•
•
•
•
•

including Light City images to use in marketing, promotional
materials and social media
Inclusion in the Brilliant Baltimore directory featured on
LightCity.org, Light City app and Light City press kit
Feature article about Brilliant Baltimore, listing all participants,
in an edition of the Light City daily newsletter
Light City window cling to promote your building’s participation
Complimentary passes to a special night at the Light City
VIP Lounge
Official hashtag: #BrilliantBaltimore
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BRILLIANT BALTIMORE – Community Showcase
EARN CASH FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD! We want communities city-wide to light up
in a show of celebration and unity during Light City. With a little creativity, this can be
done very inexpensively! Organize homes, landmarks and/or businesses throughout
your neighborhood to decorate with twinkle lights, special-colored porch lights,
luminaries, an illuminated event, or any creative idea.

The Sweetness of Doing Nothing (Dolce Far Niente) - Laure Drogoul

NEW for 2018! All participating communities will be entered into the
“Best of BRILLIANT BALTIMORE – Community Showcase” contest, an online voting competition to
determine those neighborhoods that show the most community pride by lighting up during Light
City! The top vote-getter will receive $2,018 for their community association, with up to nine
honorable mentions receiving $1,000 each for their community association!
To be eligible for the cash prize, community light-ups should be organized by nonprofit,
community and/or merchant associations, and be on view during April 6-21, 2018.
Registration forms are due to BOPA by March 5, 2018. Go to bit.ly/BBCommShowcase
to register and recieve complete contest rules and regulations.

BENEFITS:
• Free program registration
as a featured attraction of “Light City
• Promotion
Brilliant Baltimore – Community Showcase” and
•

in on-site signage promoting the
• Inclusion
Brilliant Baltimore-Community Showcase,

receive a communications/marketing tool kit
including Light City images to use in marketing,
promotional materials and social media
Inclusion in the Brilliant Baltimore directory
featured on LightCity.org, Light City app and
Light City press kit

•
•

• Feature article about Brilliant Baltimore-

placed around the Inner Harbor during the
Light City festival
Call-out ad promoting your community on LED
screen(s) placed around the Inner Harbor during
the Light City festival
Complimentary passes for your lead
community organizers to a special night at
the Light City VIP Lounge

to win cash for your community, an
• Chance
unresricted grant that can be used for

Community Showcase, listing all participants,
in an edition of the Light City daily newsletter

•
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community events and improvement!
Official hashtag: #BrilliantBaltimore

BRILLIANT BALTIMORE – Community Showcase
CONTEST ELIGIBILITY

7. Applicant agrees to indemnify, defend and hold
harmless the Baltimore Office of Promotion and
The Arts, Inc. (BOPA), the Baltimore Festival of
the Arts, Inc. (BFAI), the Mayor and City Council
of Baltimore, their respective elected/appointed
officials, employees, agents, and volunteers
from and against any and all claims, demands,
suits, actions, expenses and liabilities, including
reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs
arising as a result the performance of the
Agreement hereunder, including any third party
infringement claim arising from the video(s)
Applicant provided and/or BOPA’s use of any of
the videos in accordance with this Agreement,
or of any direct or indirect, willful, or negligent
act or omission of Applicant, except for
activities caused by the sole negligent act or
omission of BFAI, BOPA, the Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore, its elected/appointed
officials, employees, agents, and volunteers.

To be eligible for the Brilliant Baltimore –
Community Showcase contest, Applicant must:
1. Be an organization designated by the IRS as a
non-profit 501(c)(3) organization OR be a
recognized community association, merchants
association, or faith-based organization.
2. Be based in Baltimore City and exist within the
community for which they are applying.
3. Have a bank account in the organization’s name
(prizes will not be awarded to individual people
or businesses).
4. Organizations that have an MOU with BOPA for
Neighborhood Lights 2018 are not eligible to
enter the contest.
GUIDELINES:
1. The proposed lighting display and/or lighting
event should occur between April 6th and
April 21st and take place in Baltimore City.
2. If selected as a winner, the Community
Showcase cash prize is unrestricted in nature.
However, the prize must be used for community
events and/or improvement in that
neighborhood, that is in keeping with the spirit
of the Brilliant Baltimore – Community
Showcase program. BOPA requires winners to
submit a brief explanation to explain how the
prize will be used to improve their community
by May 25th at 5 PM to Kyree Jones at
KJones@promotionandarts.org.
3. Applicant agrees to give BOPA a non-exclusive,
royalty free license and right to use, display,
and/or publish any images or content submitted
in Applicant’s application to the public on
BOPA’s website for purposes of the contest,
and/or for marketing and PR purposes for Light
City 2018 or any future Light City Festivals.
4. Applicant warrants and represents that
Applicant has the full and necessary rights to
grant this permission and that the images or
content submitted are original and do not
infringe on the copyright or any other
proprietary right of any other person or
organization.
5. BOPA reserves the right to disqualify Applicant
at any time if it is determined that any
information in the application was false or
misrepresented.
6. BOPA may cancel this contest at any time, in
BOPA’s sole discretion.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
Applications will close on Monday, March 5, 2018
at 11:59 PM. When completing the Brilliant
Baltimore – Community Showcase application,
accurate information and attention to detail is key.
To apply:
1. Complete the online application at
bit.ly/BBCommShowcase
2. Applications for this event will be reviewed on a
rolling basis (4 – 5 business days is the normal
response time).
3. Upon close of the application on Monday,
March 5, 2018 at 11:59 PM all eligible applicants
will be requested to submit photo
documentation to lightcity.org of their Brilliant
Baltimore display by Friday, April 20, 2018
by 11:59 PM.
4. BOPA will review all applications for compliance
with the guidelines before posting to the BOPA
website for public voting.
HOW THE VOTING WORKS:
1. All eligible applicants will have their photos
posted the to Light City website at lightcity.org.
2. Voting will be open to the public beginning
Saturday, April 21 through Sunday, April 22
at 11:59 PM.
3. Voters will be asked to consider the displays
and/or events that demonstrate the most
creativity, community pride and spirit of Light
City in casting their ballot for their favorite.
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PRIZES:
1. One winner with the most votes will receive the
grand prize of $2,018.
2. After the grand prize, nine honorable mentions
will be awarded $1,000 each to the next highest
vote-getters.
3. Winners will be announced by the Baltimore
Office of Promotion & The Arts during the week
of April 30, 2018
4. Recipients are solely responsible for any and all
taxes on the Prize.

DISCLOSURE:
By submitting an application, Applicant
understands and agrees to the above guidelines
and terms. Baltimore Office of Promotion & The
Arts, Inc (BOPA) assumes no liability and shall have
no liability or obligation during the course of the
contest. By participating you agree to hold BOPA,
BFAI, the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore (the
“city”), its elected appointed officials, employees,
agents, and volunteers from any and all liability,
loss, injuries or damages associated with
participation in this contest.

- FRINGE
Collaboration is at the heart of Light City’s success – more is more! To that end, we will
promote a listing of art and culture-related performances, gallery openings, concerts
and other activities - that are not produced by the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The
Arts, but still amazing – across Baltimore from April 14-21, 2018. Registration forms are
due by February 1, 2018. Go to bit.ly/BBFringe to register.

BENEFITS:
• Free program registration
• Inclusion in the Light City-Fringe directory that’s included on LightCity.org, and the Light City app
City communications/marketing tool kit including use of select Light City images for your
• Light
marketing, promotional materials and social media
• Listing in a feature article about Light City Fringe in an edition of the Light City daily newsletter
• Light City window cling to advertise your participation
• Complimentary passes to a special night at the Light City VIP Lounge
• Official Hashtag: #lightcityfringe
Please note: all Light City-Fringe events must be cultural offerings that are either
visual or performing arts in nature; commercial endeavors are not eligible.

- DEALS & DISCOUNTS
Once again, Visit Baltimore will promote all the exciting offerings that add to the
Light City experience. Hotels, attractions, museums, retailers, restaurants, bars and
other members of Visit Baltimore join us to receive the following benefits:

• Promotion on Baltimore.org and LightCity.org
of select Light City images for your marketing,
• Use
promotional materials and social media
your offer as a featured
• Promote
"Light City - Deals and Discounts" participant
City window cling to advertise
• Light
your participation

DEALS AND DISCOUNT DEADLINE
(this is only for members)
February 19
Go to: http://extranet.baltimore.
simpleviewcrm.com/login/index.cfm
LIGHT CITY EVENT DEADLINE
(members and non-members)
February 19
Link: http://baltimore.org/submit-event
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In July of 2017, fourteen neighborhoods were selected to receive a $15,000 grant for
an artist in residency program during Neighborhood Lights. Selected artists who
applied to the program will work directly with one of 14 participating neighborhoods to
create an illuminated public project within the neighborhood of their residency.
The 14 participating neighborhoods for 2018 are:

The Changing Face of Hampden
Isaac Ewert, 2017

Bay
• Brooklyn/Curtis
Artist: Maura Dwyer
• Belair-Edison
Artist: Ada Pinkston
Bromo
Arts District
• Artist: Sean
Kenny
Park
• Darley
Artist: Kyle Yearwood
Hill
• Federal
Artist: Future Makers

Park
• Hamilton-Lauraville
• Patterson
Artist: Ada Pinkston
Artists: Pablo Machioli
& Owen Andrews
• Highlandtown
Artist: Re/Public
• Pigtown/
Washington Village
Hollins
Roundhouse/
• Southwest Baltimore Artist:
Manifold Design
Artist: Malaika Aminata • Remington
Clements
Artist: Maura Dwyer
Little
Italy
Waverly
• Artist: Laure Drogoul • Artist: Rise of Charm City
Point
• Locust
Artist: XXS Group

ARTISTS
Artists and artist collaborative groups applied to have an installation featured in the
2018 BGE Light Art Walk. For 2018, 20-30 installations received funding between
$5,000 and $75,000. Artists that submitted a proposal were asked to consider both the
audience and the outdoor environment of the festival of their proposed project. Each
artwork on the BGE Light Art Walk will be open and operational for all festival hours for
each of the eight nights Light City is open to the public. Interested in applying for 2019?
Be sure to check back on the Light City website, follow us on social media for updates
and sign up for the BOPA newsletter!

MUSICIANS
Sound Off Live!, Baltimore’s “Battle of the Bands” showcased emerging
bands/musicians from the Maryland, Delaware and Virginia region. The winning
bands/musicians selected from Sound Off Live! will perform at Light City, Artscape or
the Baltimore Book Festival. Sound Off Live! was a part of BOPA’s annual Free Fall
Baltimore, the event is free and open to the public. Sound Off Live! is produced by the
Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts. Questions about applying for 2019 can be
sent to Sam Hanson at SHanson@promotionandarts.org.

PERFORMERS
Performance artists interested in strolling and pop-up illuminated performances at Light
City should contact Randi Vega at RVega@promotionandarts.org by December 1, 2017.

VENDORS
The Light City food and beverage program highlights the local food scene, while
embracing the art installations along the BGE Light Art Walk. Interested chefs and food
establishments should e-mail Sandy Lawler at SLawler@promotionandarts.org.
Non-food related vendor inquiries, please call 410-752-8632 for assistance.
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LEADERSHIP CURATORS
Leadership Curators are invested community members and leaders that help to guide
and advise the BOPA team on the direction of the programming for Labs@Light City by
connecting us with the many communities throughout Baltimore. Questions about
Leadership Curators can be sent to Summer Cullen at SCullen@promotionandarts.org.

SPEAKERS
To submit ideas for speakers and topics for Labs@Light City, please visit:
bit.ly/Labs18submissions. The form will close on December 4. Speakers interested in
participating in Labs@LightCity should contact Summer Cullen at
SCullen@promotionandarts.org.

VOLUNTEERS
To make the festival a success Light City relies on 350+ hardworking volunteers. BOPA
volunteers go behind-the-scenes to help with Guest Services, Mini Light City,
Labs@LightCity, social media and much more! We love our volunteers! Contact Human
Resources by April 9, 2018 to apply: humanresources@promotionandarts.org.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
The Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, producer of Light City, seeks
enthusiastic, organized and hardworking Production Assistants, to help behind the
scenes during Light City. Production Assistants will work closely on different parts of
the festival including, performing arts, guest services, festival production, accessibility,
and much more! Contact Human Resources by March 6, 2018 to apply:
humanresources@promotionandarts.org.

SPONSORSHIP PARTNERS
Light City is the festival of light, music and innovation featuring light art installations,
performances and concerts along the BGE Light Art Walk at the Inner Harbor.
Light City is helping to transform Baltimore into a global hub of creativity and
innovation, but we need YOUR HELP to make it possible. Your support will enable us to
bring together extraordinary art, cutting edge technology and pioneering ideas. Invest
in your community and put your company on the international stage by becoming a
partner in this landmark event.
Light City is a non-profit festival managed by Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts.
Your contributions to Light City may be eligible for a tax deduction. Our development
team can provide turn-key sponsorship experiences to assist in accomplishing your
marketing and brand affinity objectives. For sponsorship opportunities, contact
Jessica Abel at jabel@promotionandarts.org.

THANKS TO OUR

LEADING SPONSORS
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